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Abstract: The emergence of big data and data science has caused the human and social sciences to reconsider their aims, theories, and methods. New forms of inquiry into culture have arisen, reshaping quantitative methodologies, the ties between theory and empirical work. The starting point for this article is two influential approaches which have gained a strong following, using computational engineering for the study of cultural phenomena on a large scale: ‘distant reading’ and ‘cultural analytics’. The aim is to show the possibilities and limitations of these approaches in the pursuit of scientific knowledge. The article also focuses on statistics of culture, where integration of big data is challenging procedures. The article concludes that analyses of extensive corpora based on computing may offer significant clues and reveal trends in research on culture. It argues that the human and social sciences, in joining up with computational engineering, need to continue to exercise their ability to perceive societal issues, contextualize objects of study, and discuss the symbolic meanings of extensive worlds of artefacts and discourses. In this way, they may help to overcome the perceived restrictions of large-scale analysis such as the limited attention given to individual actors and the meanings of their actions.
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1. Introduction

The emergence and dissemination of big data, together with the consolidation of information as a major category of thought, has produced for the human and social sciences a period of questioning and reconsideration of many of their objectives, theories, and methods (Savage and Burrows 2007). One of the consequences of the accessibility of the expanding amount of data generated by the new information technologies was that digital systems became the driving force for a new way of producing scientific knowledge. Its name varies from ‘data science’ to ‘computer science’ to ‘data-enabled science’ to ‘web-enabled science’, endorsing the creation of data-driven rather than knowledge-driven science (Martins 2011; Kitchin 2014). ‘Scientific knowledge’ is here used to designate an intellectual construct which seeks greater understanding of the world, generating ideas and theories and attempting to render them compatible with facts derived from observation. It is therefore knowledge which is not definitive, but may be questioned and adjusted as new facts emerge and as the scientist or researcher adopts a critical reflexive attitude to his work.

The dissemination of ‘data science’ is at the heart of a debate on the relationship of the human and social sciences and the ‘big data’ phenomenon, on account of the methodological and epistemological consequences of the data science model and its defense of the primacy of observational-inductive procedures. One of the sides in this cross-cutting debate is enthusiastic about big data, emphasizing how
the range and variety of the data available, in much larger quantities in relation to behaviors and attitudes, enables more comprehensive and as yet unrealized portraits of society (Lazer et al. 2009; Reagan et al. 2016; Manovich 2018). The unconditional fans of big data add to these virtues the savings in time and costs of research work. Others adopt a more detached, skeptical approach, drawing attention to the weaknesses and risks inherent in data mining-based research work and stressing that big data embody elements of society and culture and have their own politics (Lupton 2015). The main weaknesses attributed to research based on data mining are the following: predominance of correlations of facts and identifying of patterns, to the detriment of interpretation; tendency to reduce human action to behaviors, avoiding enquiry into the reflexive aspect (Beer 2016; Lupton 2016; Carrigan 2018). Others maintain that the human and social sciences gain by welcoming the convergence with computational engineering. They argue this cross-fertilization embodies within it the ability to translate information into knowledge and to apply the skills of synthesizing, contextualizing, and reflecting theoretically in order to articulate and understand the large quantity and variety of results (McFarland et al. 2015; Halford and Savage 2017).

The above-mentioned debate is part of a broader process of reorganization and transformation of knowledge and learning, guided by the search for and accumulation of information. This practice is often justified on the grounds of openness and transparency, principles which governments, universities, and cultural institutions have adopted. These trends have contributed to the creation of very large sets of cultural artefacts (e.g., books, images, newspapers and magazines, music, films, TV series) on digital media. The unprecedented amount of large cultural corpora offers unheard-of possibilities for the study of culture by the human and social sciences, giving rise to lines of research in collaboration with computational engineering with the aim of facilitating the production of macroscopic social analyses and studies. Culture, in this article, designates artistic works and other forms of symbolic creation, and those of its aspects which are studied by the human and social sciences: (i) the internal structure of works: genres, styles, forms, topics, artistic movements; (ii) the contexts in which they are produced, disseminated and consumed; (iii) the interconnectedness of the cultural sphere with other social fields.

This article focuses on the earliest kinds of research in the human and social sciences which were based on synergies with computational engineering for the study of very extensive sets of cultural artefacts: ‘distant reading’ and ‘cultural analytics’. The choice is justified, for the purposes of this article, not so much by the specific type of culture studied, but rather because they have characteristics which make analysis of these two types of research potentially relevant to a discussion of the implications of the use of big data and computation in broader culture research. The first characteristic is the common interest in very large corpora, in particular digitalized literature archives or image collections shared in virtual communities of artists. The large quantity of cultural objects studied becomes the condition for a predominantly quantitative approach to culture. The second characteristic is that they generally favor macro and longitudinal perspectives, with a view to detecting patterns and trends in the mass of data which are then reproduced in abundant visual forms (charts, tables, diagrams).

While “cultural sociologists have until recently made very few ventures into the universe of big data” (Bail 2014), it was in the field of human sciences that the first form of inquiry strongly grounded in computational methods emerged (Moretti 2013). In the year 2000 the researcher behind it, Franco Moretti, dubbed it ‘distant reading’. It is used to designate the analysis of large groups of works, basically extensive literary texts stored in digital archives, written and published at various times and in different countries, mainly in English. ‘Distant reading’ seeks to capture trends in matters of genre, style, movements and topics, its practitioners arguing that the proliferation of digitalized literature
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1 Some writers suggest that the debate should begin by distinguishing between the ‘material phenomenon’ and the ‘ideational phenomenon’ of big data, the former referring to its social, technical and historical elements, the latter inquiring as to how the notion of big data developed in technical, philosophical, and cultural terms. Although they are connected, the heuristic value of the distinction lies in helping to identify, and not subsume, the way sponsors of big data infrastructure and technologies find material sponsorship within organizational contexts with specific characteristics (Beer 2016; Carrigan 2018).
collections provides opportunities for a better understanding of the past (Moretti 2013). Another form of macro analysis of the culture field, mainly based on analyzing images, is the tendency known as ‘cultural analytics’, an expression coined in 2005 by Lev Manovich. This approach, which seeks to combine computational engineering, the history of art, and sociology, favors using massive content generated and stored through digital interfaces, paying special attention to images published and disseminated through social networks (Manovich 2018).

We complement our analysis of ‘distant reading’ and ‘cultural analytics’ with an incursion into the official statistics of the European Union (EU) in the field of culture, for three reasons which, in our view, justify their inclusion in this mosaic. First, because official statisticians have demonstrated an increasing interest in incorporating big data: in 2016, Culture Statistics started to publish indicators drawn from Wikipedia, with a view to assessing how interest in Europe’s cultural heritage has evolved (Culture Statistics 2016). Secondly, culture statistics share with the above-mentioned forms of inquiry the preference for macro and longitudinal approaches, with a strong visual component (charts, tables, and diagrams), based on handling very large sets of quantitative data. Thirdly, the incorporation of big data is challenging and reshaping procedures for handling quantitative data and producing scientific knowledge, revealing a shift in the epistemic values related to data modeling objectives (Pietsch 2013). In addition to these commonalities, statistics are significant because they are a source used by social scientists, above all those who study cultural practices and consumption in a broader spatial and temporal perspective, with a view to determining trends (Christin and Donnat 2014).

This study aims to demonstrate the possibilities and limitations of ‘distant reading’, ‘cultural analytics’, and statistics which use big data in producing scientific knowledge. In actual fact, the increasing volume and variety of data has enabled the extension of the geographical and longitudinal scope of analyses on a new scale, generating opportunities for the human social sciences to demonstrate their strong competences in contextualizing objects of analysis and in discussing meanings of large corpora. Nevertheless, strategies for collecting, storing, and analyzing such data are not without difficulties and risks.

The second, third, and fourth sections of this article are devoted to analyzing distant reading, cultural analytics, and the official culture statistics of the EU using big data. Each section contains an assessment of the possibilities and the limitations detected in these approaches, all of which have a common interest in quantifying social facts. In order to illustrate this counterpoint more clearly, several concrete examples are offered: the study, characteristic of the ‘distant reading’ method, of the representation of how London developed, drawing on about 5000 English novels published between 1700 and 1900 (Heuser et al. 2016); an analysis of a million works of art disseminated between 2001 and 2010 on the digital platform DeviantArt, in the categories ‘Traditional Art’ and ‘Digital Art’ (Yazdani et al. 2017); and the first cultural indicators from the EU using big data, based on millions of views of Wikipedia pages on cultural heritage. The conclusion offers an overall view of the different sections of the article, bringing them together for a considered, integrated view of the scope and limitations of the linkages between the study of culture in the human and social sciences by means of big data and its ties to computational engineering.

2. A Change of Scale and Culture under the Serial Logic of ‘Distant Reading’

This section addresses the ‘distant reading’ approach, setting out its aims and assessing its scope and limitations in the study of culture through quantification and the use of big data. According to its mentor, Franco Moretti, a historian of literature intellectually and politically affiliated with Marxism, it was the lack of a cultural atlas, noted by Fernand Braudel in The Mediterranean (Braudel), which most inspired him to draw up an atlas of European literature (Moretti 1998). ‘Serial history’ became the engine of ‘distant reading’, as applied to the study of literature and other cultural and artistic forms on a large temporal and spatial scale, extending the scope of quantitative analysis. Moretti coined the term in 2000, without it having occurred to him that there existed already the Bilderalas Mnemosyne project, developed by the art historian Aby Warburg, between 1924 and 1929, which contained a thousand
photographic reproductions of images from Classical Antiquity and the Renaissance. This historical laboratory of Western iconography remained little known and appreciated until the 1980s, because its approach to cultural history had become peripheral in mid-20th century, when modernist thought was dominated by the methodology of positivism (Ostrow 2014).

At stake here is the adoption of a heuristic consisting of experimenting with a change in the scale and context in which social phenomena are analyzed (Abbott 2004), an example of which is Fernand Braudel’s thesis on the Mediterranean in the 16th century. In addition to establishing a particular connection between geography and history, Braudel’s macro approach in part quantifies history, and creates graphs and maps, to illustrate variations in climate, demography, and other areas. But it was the writers of the ‘new economic history’—a tendency also labelled ‘cliometrics’, the literal meaning of which is ‘the measurement of history’, beginning in the 1950s and developing much faster since the 1990s, who most specialized in the quantitative approach to history, reconstituting the past and studying topics such as demography, transport and international trade through the systematic use of statistics and mathematical methods, compiling vast series of quantitative data to that end. One of the consequences of ‘cliometrics’, according to some critics, is that the historical narrative tends to emerge as the simple result of applying theories and concepts borrowed from neoclassical and/or new institutional economics and of imposing them on the historical facts (Boldizzoni 2011).

The repercussions of quantitative history can be perceived in those who, like Moretti, shifted their analytical focus from “exceptional events” (which, in a study of culture, correspond, for example, to canonical works) to “the large mass of facts” (all works produced in a given period, far beyond the canon), in order better to capture relationships, repetitions, and patterns (Moretti 2005, pp. 3–4). The large-scale perspective and mass analysis make it possible to achieve ‘distant reading’, in order to grasp stability and change in literature through quantitative analysis of as many texts as possible, mainly in the form of an ability to understand the evolution of literary genres, and see the gradual emergence of certain topics and variations in stylistic choices, like the titles of works, the lexicon, punctuation, and the grammatical structure of sentences. To that extent, ‘distant reading’ could be offered as an opportunity “to do something additional that might enrich our understanding of the past”, primarily because of its potential for “trac[ing] blurry family resemblances among texts instead of defining fixed categories [whereas before] ( . . . ) it was hard to trace loose family resemblances among thousands of volumes by hand” (Underwood in Dinsman 2016, pp. 13–14). This would give rise to new ways of understanding literary history: “as we slice [digital] libraries in new ways [through machine learning] we keep stumbling over long, century-spanning trends that have little relationship to the stories of movements and periods we used to tell” (Underwood in Dinsman 2016, p. 17).

The adoption of quantification and macro approaches by culture researchers evokes the grand theoretical debates in the social sciences and the specific nature of the methods associated with them. At the most radical level of theoretical debate we find the opposition between positivism and interpretivism. Positivists argue that life in society can be measured, and that those measurements are comparable between different contexts; the logical-positivist conception, which the writers of the Vienna Circle preferred to call empiricist-logical, stresses the importance of empirical verification and the axiological neutrality of science (Outhwaite 1996). Interpretivism, for its part, favors interaction and interpretation, and maintains that actions and events which seem measurable, quantifiable and serializable only become meaningful through interactive processes. In opposition to positivism, interpretivism and interactionism are parts of a general orientation or style of thought focused on meaning, comprehension, action, interaction, language, and context (Outhwaite 2005). The ‘distant reading’ approach may therefore be said to embody a predominantly positivist standard, in that it seeks to identify evolutionary trends in the mass of facts and in this way, work around the alleged limitations and inadequacies of approaches centered on events and the individual.
The particular features of Moretti’s ‘distant reading’ lie mainly in a quantitative approach to literature through computational engineering, encompassing various forms of data mining, with the common use of algorithms to explore large sets and databases and to identify patterns. The ability to find “quantitative evidence” of change and stability is closely associated with the multiplication of large collections of digitalized books, which has intensified since the beginning of the 21st century, together with an industry which applies computational engineering techniques. Amongst the examples of this are Google Books and the Chadwyck-Healey databases. It is from these and other collections of digitalized literature that the corpora of various ‘distant reading’ research projects have been formed. Here we highlight “The Emotions of London” (Heuser et al. 2016), an example, among the most recent, of a macroscopic study of literature carried out in the Stanford Literary Lab, co-founded by Moretti in 2010 at Stanford University. The study sample comprises 5000 English novels published between 1700 and 1900. This example is relevant to this section in that it illustrates how ‘distant reading’ may neglect contextualization. In line with our definition of culture within the scope of this article, artistic works and other forms of symbolic creation may also be approached in terms of the contexts in which they were produced, disseminated, and consumed, and taking into account the interconnectedness of the cultural sphere with other social fields.

Between 1700 and 1900, London went through profound changes. One of the aims of the authors was to detect those changes in fictional representation and to quantify and map emotions based on literature. Like other products of ‘distant reading’, the resulting text sits alongside many figures, diagrams and visualizations, which are the organizing principle of the document. One of the conclusions drawn by “The Emotions of London” is that there is a “growing divarication” and a “striking discrepancy” between fiction and reality, reflected in the over-representation of Westminster and the City and the relative lack of prominence given to Tower Hamlets, Southwark and Hackney (Heuser et al. 2016, pp. 3–9). Even though the authors insist on presenting “synthesized” visualizations of the partial representation of the city in literature, it is equally “striking” that they show little interest in establishing what factors might help to understand the discrepancy between the city in fiction and the city in actuality. This is due to the erosion of the human landscape, that of its authors and their biographies.

The preceding comment exposes one of the problems of ‘distant reading’, the difficulty of finding the individual actor in enduring organizational frameworks. As Ben Merriman notes, the prevailing conception of literary creation and culture is one which subsumes human action, when in fact books and cultural artefacts, unlike self-reproducing organisms, are the outcome of intentional human activity—and this is particularly noticeable when ‘distant reading’ makes analogies between changes in literary style and the evolution of biological species (Merriman 2015). Given the predominantly empiricist nature of the approach, identifying the patterns takes precedence over understanding them. An understanding of changes in literary activity demands consideration of authorial practices, of the institutions involved in publishing, and of how readers reacted to it. This study on the representation of London in 18th and 19th century fiction notably lacks biographies of the writers of the several thousand works included in the corpus. Examining this aspect in greater depth would contribute to explaining the greater or lesser diversity in the number of areas of London covered in their books, with research into, for example, the artistic and political movements to which the authors belonged, the social classes in which they moved, and the professions they practiced.
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2 Given the variety of terms available to describe the computational analysis of data (e.g., pattern recognition, machine learning), the term ‘data mining’ has been chosen as the most wide-ranging term to describe methods aimed at automating human cognitive functions like recognition and classification.

3 Stanford University is one of the bodies behind the Stanford Digital Library Technologies Project, which took place between 1999 and 2004 and helped to create the Google search engine. The project was undertaken by computer science researchers with the aim of designing and implementing the infrastructure and services needed for collaboratively creating, disseminating, sharing, and managing information in a digital library context. See http://diglib.stanford.edu:8091/.
These limitations cannot be overcome, according to Marcel Lepper, by adopting the alternative of ‘close reading’, if only because the two approaches tend to see each other in stereotypical fashion: ‘close reading’, dedicated to the study of small corpora, is considered to be elitist and sectarian; ‘distant reading’ of archives and much larger corpora, is seen as levelling, technophilic and superficial (Lepper 2016, p. 155). He therefore suggests a third heuristic approach, which may bring them together and, according to Lepper, without losing sight of the changes in global text production and storage and the material-political-financial conditions that determine the accessibility of texts. Through the co-existence of quantitative approaches and fundamental qualitative principles it may be possible to build a bridge between the two approaches (Lepper 2016). For Murray G. Philips, Gary Osmond, and Stephen Townsend too, ‘distant reading’ becomes more productive when linked to the traditional aptitudes involved in ‘close reading’, namely the ability to contextualize entities and events and raise new issues to achieve more in-depth knowledge of the social phenomena thrown up by the patterns and hypotheses produced by the quantitative analysis of large data sets (Philips et al. 2015).

Another problem which has been detected in ‘distant reading’ is its “pseudo-scientific” nature, deriving from some of its procedures. Maurizio Ascari notes that the abundant use of abstract models imported from other disciplines—graphs (from Economic History), maps (from Geography) and trees (from Evolutionary Theory), to back up arguments, may lead to failures of verification (Ascari 2014). The author attributes the “theoretical fault” to “Moretti’s choice to start from abstract models, the validity of which he subsequently tries to prove, rather than evolving theoretical models from the field of inquiry of popular literature itself” (Ascari 2014, p. 4). There is also a perceived scientific deficit, according to Katherine Bode, in the tendency not to explain the procedures for decanting data sets and to omit the size of the corpus thus produced (Bode 2018). In the above-mentioned study on London in literature, the number of works studied overwhelms, through omission, the number of authors who produced them.

One risk associated with the specialized work of ‘distant reading’ and digital humanities in the study of digitized cultural collections is to be found in the consequences, for producing scientific knowledge, of the connections between the academy and research centers on the one hand, and information technology industries involved in supplying databases and software on the other. Even though ‘distant reading’ and the digital humanities are not the first in the domain of the human and social sciences to embody the convergence of the university, research centers and the private sector, the ways in which these bodies interact calls into question the apparent lack of barriers to the openness and transparency of information. In connection with a debate on access to digitalized literary collections and the lack of opportunities to share the corpus between universities, Jonathan Reeve notes that it is not reasonable that a text which has long been out of copyright should cost researchers a certain amount, even with discounts [referring to a specific situation regarding access to works in collections held by Proquest] (Reeve 2015). The premise that works in the public domain should be the property of for-profit entities threatens “the ideals of science and academia” by hindering the “repeatability of experiments in text analysis” and making the cost of entry into the field “unnecessarily high” (Reeve 2015). Beneath the enthusiasm of the founder of ‘distant reading’ for the research potential of digital databases and computational tools (Moretti 2013, p. 212) lie inequalities in access to and use of information for academic purposes, rather than its equitable dissemination free of marketing imperatives.

A survey of the main potentialities and limitations of ‘distant reading’ reveals, first of all, that while on the one hand the ability to plot broad perspectives on large temporal and spatial scales, based on fairly extensive series of digitalized cultural artefacts, makes it possible to detect patterns and tendencies of continuity and change, on the other hand it misses the individual actors and an understanding of their actions and motives. Secondly, importing procedures from other branches of academic research, like Economic History and Biology, in order to link facts and theory, may not only enhance the scientific quality of that method of producing knowledge, it may also diminish it. Thirdly, in requiring not only computational tools but also objects of study partially owned by the
information technology industries (databases and data sets containing large lots of cultural works, many of them produced in the past), it contributes to yet another form of specialization in this market, and to rendering the process of producing scientific knowledge a competitive endeavor. To counter this tendency, arguments have been made in favor of making sharing agreements between researchers and other collaborative and non-profit initiatives (Reeve 2015; Hall 2017).

3. Cultural Analytics and Social Media as an Observatory for Digital Culture

The object of study in this section is the research program dubbed ‘cultural analytics’ by Lev Manovich in 2005, which has taken up an intermediate position between the humanities and social computation (Manovich 2015). This section ties in with the previous one in that the ideas examined here share with ‘distant reading’ the aim of analyzing massive sets of cultural objects. However, the macro nature of ‘cultural analytics’ amplifies them, in that its purpose is to study “everything created by everybody” and it aims to provide “larger inclusive scope combining professional and vernacular, historical and contemporary” (Manovich 2015, p. 7). ‘Cultural analytics’ focuses in particular on the observatory it sees as being unique for portraying the social world: the most popular social networks, their content, and the way users interact within them. It thus constitutes another approach relevant to the ongoing exploration of the possibilities and limitations of the study of culture using big data and computational engineering.

Research undertaken using this approach, based in the Software Studies Initiative research center, takes as its starting point a set of issues which seek to use data generated by big data sources to interpret the significant cultural changes driven by the process of digitalization, the central locus of the digital in the mediation of culture and the predominance of images to assert identity and communicate with others. Its mentor’s biography sheds light on the outlines of the project, his interest in images and visual culture, and the propensity to aestheticize the data. Before moving from Russia to the United States, in the 1980s, he studied mathematics, programming, visual arts, and architecture.

In a recent article, the mentor of ‘cultural analytics’ suggests that a field of research be set up, to be called ‘computational media studies’ (Manovich 2018). This would be a counterpoint to the phenomenon of ‘media analytics’, which includes computational analysis, greatly intensified since 2010, of the content of social media and of individual and collective online activity by firms, including those involved in the culture industry in various stages of dissemination and marketing of cultural goods (websites devoted to sales and search engines, amongst others). The purpose of ‘media analytics’, a kind of polling and marketing center deployed on digital platforms, is systematically to expose users and consumers to new options for consumption, both adapting to and going beyond individual histories of tastes and interactions with other users. The data collected from real-time algorithmic analyses are not published, and have been commodified.

The proposal for ‘computational media studies’ seeks to appropriate the data analysis methods used by the culture industry to investigate the effects of those operations. In overall terms, it is an attempt to widen the quantitative study of diversity and cultural standards on the basis of massive data sets relating to culture: films, books, and songs, but also individual posts, messages, and images shared on multiple platforms. In sum, it is suggested that culture studies should intensify their use of research methodologies long practiced by other disciplines, analyzing posts, tweets, and other forms of expression to capture opinions on politics and culture as well. Thus, in the same way that some writers observed the effect of cultural homogenization on North American society in the 1940s and 1950s as a result of the cinematographic production of the major film conglomerates, Manovich suggests that today one might ask: do the computational recommendation systems activated by Amazon, YouTube, Netflix, and Spotify help diversify users’ choices of films, music, videos, and apps, or do they rather direct them to top lists and other rankings?
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4 Founded in 2007, was renamed Cultural Analytics Lab in 2016.
The analogy raises stimulating questions and assumptions. However, and herein lies one of the restrictions of ‘cultural analytics’, it is difficult to envisage how it will contribute to “develop[ing] more explicit and detailed theories than we use normally” (Manovich 2015, p. 12). Avoiding issues which have the greatest critical potential, in favor of the fixation on the tools and methods imported from computer science, is one of the limitations of this way of approaching cultural phenomena, all the more prominent because its promoter states these as his aims. In this connection it is revealing to note how the creator of ‘cultural analytics’ admits to the obstacles in his research program. Specifically, he declares that the functions of digital platforms shape and condition cultural production, so the content found on social networks, and the types of participation in them, are formed according to the available range of features and interfaces of the technologies accessible for creating, editing, and sharing content (Srnicek 2017).

An admission of this sort may implicitly point to the relativization of the idea that social networks are powerful tools for expanding unlimited creativity and for knowing and understanding it. However, and this is one of the reasons for the reduced impact of ‘cultural analytics’, the implications of the limitations of social media for how culture is generated and received—which show how technology exerts control by means of the standards it establishes—are not questioned in the context of theoretical and conceptual frameworks. Theory, as Gary Hall points out, is postponed, this being due to the lack of involvement with the problematic nature of social facts as objects of study. Nevertheless, theory reasserts itself, in so far as any methodology carries a theory within it; and if it is not made explicit and specified, then there is a risk that the theory will be reductionist (Hall 2014).

The empiricist slant expands the disconnect between the research program’s intentions—“follow imaginations, opinions, ideas, and feelings of hundreds of millions of people”, in “Trending: The Promises and the Challenges of Big Social Data” (Manovich 2012)—and its effective ability to capture the symbolic. This disconnect increases to the extent that ‘cultural analytics’ sees itself as being different to social computation, because it prioritizes the cultural and takes the sociology of culture, and one of the writers who made the longest-lasting contributions to it, Pierre Bourdieu, as its main points of reference (Manovich 2015). Invoking Bourdieu seems inconsequential, in as much as ‘cultural analytics’ does not develop the proposed conceptual grammar to capture the relationships between economic and cultural power or between the individual and society. Nor does it incorporate the possibilities for examining the issues surrounding cultural capital, as contained in the empirical research program developed by Bourdieu. Likewise, it is far removed from the view he took of how theory is constructed, stressing the importance for the social sciences of taking into account the material and symbolic properties of the social universe. In addition, the French sociologist argued for a dialectical relationship between theory and practice. In this connection, social theories which distance themselves from empirical work, and empirical research which takes place as if it could be done without theory, are both equally unsatisfactory.

Using ‘cultural analytics’ and ‘computational media studies’ for practical applications—for example, forecasting—is another feature of these suggested ways of interpreting culture which overrides more far-reaching and in-depth methods of investigation. This can be seen in an assessment of the results of study on aesthetic reception on the web, based on 9 million Flickr images with Creative Commons Licenses. Having established that the discrepancy between the high quality of “valuable photographers” contributions and the meagre interest in viewing their images was due to the photographers’ low levels of participation in online interaction, the authors suggested creating an algorithm to find “unpopular” images, which might help the creators to find audiences for their work. For the promoter of ‘cultural analytics’, this application is an example of the potential of ‘computational media studies’ “to go beyond generating descriptions and ‘critique’ of cultural situations by offering constructive solutions that can change these situations” (Manovich 2018, p. 484).

The problems and contradictions of ‘cultural analytics’ become particularly noticeable when researchers look at social networks using a qualitative methods-based approach, instead of the quantitative focus and the fixation on detecting patterns by means of computational analysis.
An example of this is DeviantArt, one of the objects studied by ‘cultural analytics’ (Yazdani et al. 2017). DeviantArt is described as a digital platform “for emerging and established artists to exhibit, promote, and share their works with an enthusiastic, art-centric community”\(^5\). This initiative is particularly relevant to this section for a number of reasons. Not only does it host millions of images of works of art, it also contains an art world which may be analyzed in terms of the classic issues in the sociology of culture, such as iconographic analysis and the construction of artistic identity. Yazdani et al. see it as a “challenging” object for qualitative approaches. At the same time, they note that a source which they consider to be so diverse in terms of content, styles and techniques, is “good motivation” for the use of computational methods (Ibid.). The reason for this is that it would make it possible to detect and analyze various temporal patterns, between 2001 and 2010, in a sample of 270 thousand images of works of ‘Traditional Art’ and ‘Digital Art’ (out of a total sample of one million items), a quantity much higher than that of any museum collection for the same period (Ibid.).

The novelty which they assign to the results—like the much faster growth of ‘digital art’ compared to that of ‘traditional art”—could not, in their view, have been “predicted using existing qualitative work in art history or media theory”. Underlying this, there remains a latent question: “In the early 21st century, [when] the volume of digital online content and user interactions allows us to think of a possible ‘science of culture’” (Manovich 2015, p. 10), is there still a place for humanists and social scientists? Even though the opposite is insinuated, the answer is in the affirmative, the human and social sciences are necessary, if only to research what ‘cultural analytics’ neglects in objects of study like DeviantArt. On the one hand, the exploration of the themes and interconnections of all the imaginaries of contemporary visual culture which flow into this giant digital curio cabinet: films, fashion catalogues, Japanese anime films, TV series which combine the fantastic with horror, and cartoons, among others. On the other hand, looking at DeviantArt at the point where web worlds intersect with art worlds shows how the digital atmosphere, apparently ruled by a ‘creativity consensus’, makes it possible to extend the analysis of traditional issues in the sociology of art and culture, such as recognition, artistic identity, and intellectual property, to a web environment and a social network dedicated to art (Perkel 2011). A site apparently based on the values of community and egalitarian participation is, in the final analysis, sought after by artists to canvas for capital in the form of visibility, at the same time as it generates inequality—as illustrated by the existence of a section with exclusive access for paying members, even though it was created to allow for feedback and mutual help between registered artists in the network (Perkel 2011).

There is the additional problem of the investment in the aestheticization of data, another of the procedures of ‘cultural analytics’ which gives away the limited role of theory within it. Emphasis is placed on the visualization of image features like tonality and brilliance, automatically identified by computer, which leads to the aestheticized arrangement of the data. Visualizations become a research routine, compensating for the lack of a theoretical framework by reinforcing technological and methodological procedures. Images serve basically as the raw material for other images, with the particularity that ‘cultural analytics’ is not an artistic movement—if it were, the appropriation and assemblage would have a different meaning. The central role of data in ‘cultural analytics’, a system which binds itself with sociology, produces an effect of naivety: the aestheticization of social facts, according to writers who have studied the prominence of the cultural among those social facts, is a consequence of the growth in consumption and cultural production in modern society (Connor 1996; Morató 2003).

While it may be acknowledged that ‘cultural analytics’ and ‘computational media studies’ are fit to identify patterns, relationships, and tendencies, and to suggest hypotheses on digital culture based on vast sets of cultural data, their main limitation is the fact that they are confined to data-driven research. The expression “‘surface data’ about lots of people”, suggested by the mentor of ‘cultural
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\(^5\) See https://about.deviantart.com/.
analytics’ to explain the object he is interested in, exempts Manovich, in a way, from having to think separately about how he might develop theories and concepts (Manovich 2012, p. 2). Contrary to what he states in some articles, the qualitative approach is hardly encouraged, and is systematically devalued. What prevails is a fixation on extracting nuggets from collections of data according to certain parameters, and on recognizing patterns and trends, as if actions took place only in an instant, and to the detriment of a more comprehensive understanding of interaction.

4. Looking for New Sources: The Statistics of Culture and the Incorporation of Big Data

This section analyses official EU culture statistics. As shown in the Introduction, these statistics have some relevant characteristics in common with the two previous approaches, apart from the fact they refer to the cultural field. First, they have increasingly focused on the use of big data, seeking to exploit the possibilities for handling the very large sets of quantitative data generated by these sources. Secondly, statisticians are also interested in carrying out longitudinal analyses and identifying patterns and trends, making abundant use of visual means of viewing data (charts, tables, and diagrams). In addition, the interest of official statisticians, including those in the cultural field, in using big data sources points to the emergence of new ways of producing statistical information which are symptomatic of changes in the epistemic values which guide this activity (Pietsch 2013). There are similarities here which make it relevant to assess the extent and the limitations of the use of big data in the field of statistics and the most recent developments in this area.

Since 2013 Eurostat, the body responsible for the statistics of the European Union (EU), has shown its interest in using big data sources in a more systematic way. It launched a number of exploratory projects using databases generated, for example, by smartphones, Google searches and Wikipedia views, denoting a desire to expand and renew its sources of statistical information in various areas. The initial results of a pilot project combining big data and cultural topics emerged in the third edition of *Culture Statistics*, published in 2017. The project is based on views of pages of Wikipedia articles related to established places like world heritage sites. According to the editors of *Culture Statistics* and those most directly involved in this initiative, there are two reasons why this project represents an opportunity for EU statistics on culture. First, since all use of computer systems leaves digital traces of activity, these start to be of interest as a source of official statistics because they are more up to date and more detailed and reliable, and they are “direct measurements of phenomena”, and thus go beyond the reach of the traditional “indirect reporting by a survey respondent” (Signorelli et al. 2016, p. 2). Secondly, the increasing resort to Wikipedia as a knowledge source makes it a “relevant big data source for producing official statistics” (Culture Statistics 2016, p. 32). The volume of information contained in the digital encyclopedia has been growing (in 2016, it contained 39 million articles in 246 languages), as has its audience: in 2015, 45% of individuals aged between 16 and 74 viewed its pages, particularly in the 16 to 24 age group (Culture Statistics 2016, p. 32).

The published results of the exploratory big data project can be seen in two diagrams containing methodological notes, but lacking an interpretation. This option seems to be in line with (i) Eurostat’s reservations regarding the exploratory nature of big data statistics, which have not yet reached full maturity; (ii) the lack of definition regarding topics and phenomena which information obtained through Wikipedia can capture. Consulting pages of the digital encyclopedia is justified on the one hand as “an attempt to assess the population’s interest in cultural heritage” (Culture Statistics 2016, p. 9) and on the other as “a measure of popularity of the sites or a measure of ‘cultural consumption’ of world heritage”.
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6 See ESS Scheveningen Memorandum on ‘big data’ (September 2013).
7 In http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/experimental-statistics/world-heritage-sites.
While it is limited in terms of location (European Union and non-European Union) and some languages (English, French, Spanish, and Italian), the information on views of world heritage sites is an indicator of the particular attractiveness of ancient and monumental spaces, including those close to, or which are a part of, cosmopolitan modernity. Thus, the top site in the group of 20 most-highlighted places in the corresponding Wikipedia pages is ‘Paris, Banks of the Seine’ (6,186,339 views), followed by the ‘Historic Center of Rome’ (5,759,186 views). Even in the subsection containing the ‘Top 5 World Heritage Sites in number of page views of related Wikipedia articles by language’ indicator, the two sites mentioned are present in all the most-visited pages in the various languages.

In addition to the lack of a more in-depth interpretation, it is not clear what the motives are for the interest and perambulation through the pages of Wikipedia relating to world heritage sites and the places specifically mentioned above. A search by the name of a place does not always lead to a physical visit or purchase, even though a correlation is sometimes found, as has already been noted (Demunter 2017). In the specific case of the number of views of Wikipedia related to travel destinations, those involved in promoting the incorporation of big data in official statistics recognize all of the following at the same time: the potential contribution to tourist flows prediction; the impossibility of ascertaining how many among those who search for a place intend to visit it, and within this sub-group how many actually undertake the physical journey; the need to refine the analysis so as to make solid correlations with tourist visits (Demunter 2017). To this overall assessment we should add that the sociological study of how Wikipedia and its inner politics operate has shown that there are multiple biases present in the production of this platform and in the database itself. These call into question the whole notion that big data can impartially and objectively portray social reality (Jemielniak 2014; Adams and Bruckner 2015).

Eurostat’s incursion into big data sources, and the exploratory work undertaken on the potential for incorporating them into official statistics, including those on culture, demonstrates a tendency to value the power of big data as reflections of real life. In a way this is an extension of the idea that statistics are ‘a mirror of society’, a label which cuts across many online presentations of public entities responsible for producing statistics. Work on incorporating big data has forged a vision of a new operating model for official departments and bodies devoted to collecting and handling data. Among the many transformations which underpin the architecture of the “statistical office of the future”, and according to those who have worked in Eurostat on incorporating big data, the following stand out. Work on automatically generated data flows replaces surveys and censuses, with production shifted to certifying the data. In line with this approach, ‘data collection designers’ are upstaged by ‘product designers’, who are occupied and focused on ‘nowcasting’, the shortest-range and fastest form of forecasting, and “forecasting” itself. Compared to these tasks, producing descriptive indicators becomes something of an anachronism (Skaliotis 2015; Kotzeva 2015).

Other observers of statistics take a more detached and cautious view of this model, stressing the importance of not confusing it with ‘computer science’ and its associated procedures (e.g., sorting, adding, selecting, matching, concatenating, and aggregating) (Hand 2015, 2018). This position offers a glimpse of a defense of the specific nature of statistics in the face of the assumption that it is less suited to the universe of big data (Borne 2013). The rigor which some computing engineers see in big data sources, because they regard them as being direct measurements of social phenomena, as mentioned above, is questioned by the above-quoted statisticians, who emphasize how important it is to distinguish correlation from causality, and to keep in mind the relevance of statistical inference. The broader framework for this discussion is that of a “shift in epistemic values regarding the aims of modeling”, marking the transition from ‘parametric’ to ‘non-parametric modeling’, from data to
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10 Demunter mentions an article by researchers in Epidemiology, which presents as “the first comparison to evaluate Google, Twitter, and Wikipedia as possible data sources for influenza surveillance against a common gold standard” (Sharpe et al. 2016).
algorithmic models or from model-based to model-free approaches (Breiman 2001; Pietsch 2013). Wolfgang Pietsch observes that, among other differences, ‘non-parametric modeling’ (the most recent type) “is geared almost exclusively to prediction and manipulation and rarely to understanding in terms of general laws or rules. By contrast, parametric modeling usually emphasizes understanding. ( . . . ). Presumably, this shift in epistemic values is at the root of the mentioned divide between the different ‘cultures’ of statistical modeling” (Pietsch 2013)\(^{11}\).

At the same time, within EU official statistics circles there is a noticeable perception that the transition to a statistical department along the above lines raises certain issues, related, among other things, to methodology and the ties to entities which manage big data sources. The various risks to the quality of information are identified in a document produced by Eurostat (Tourism Statistics: Early Adopters of ‘Big Data’? 2017). By way of illustration, consider the use of data generated by mobile phones for the purpose of studying mobility between cities: not only does smartphone ownership vary by country and region, but some functions can be periodically deactivated by users as well; the resulting selection effect is comparable to the problem of high rates of non-responses to sample-based statistical surveys. In addition, it is possible that partial control of the data by the mobile network operators calls into question the rigor and independence of official statistics, which, as we have seen in the new “statistical office of the future” model, tend mainly to arrogate to themselves the role of certifying externally produced data.

5. Conclusions

This article has sought to analyze the implications of using big data in procedures, theories, concepts, and discoveries produced in research in the human and social sciences, in connection with the study of cultural phenomena and artefacts which are increasingly stored in digital form. Taking as its starting point two approaches which are based on synergies with computational engineering, ‘distant reading’ and ‘cultural analytics’, the article has sought to demonstrate the possibilities and limitations of these approaches to producing scientific knowledge. The analysis was complemented by an investigation of the statistics of culture, on account of their expanding interest in big data as alternative sources. The mosaic of these research methods demonstrates how the growing wealth of data generated by the new information technologies is agitating and incentivizing the human and social sciences into adopting a new way of producing scientific knowledge. This method is increasingly guided by the ‘data science’ model, based on data mining and machine learning, where the starting points for new research projects and questions are more and more ‘born digital’. With this shift, new epistemic values are being asserted; in the specific case of statistics, it has been observed that ‘non-parametric modeling’, related to algorithmic models and model-free approaches, is geared almost exclusively to prediction and manipulation.

It is acknowledged that in using massive data sets, ‘distant reading’ and ‘cultural analytics’ offer the ability to identify patterns and trends and raise new issues and hypotheses which are not fixed at the outset. At the same time, the conclusion is reached that there are significant limitations and problems with the methods analyzed, which at one moment may cover the cultural production of several centuries and at another moment the far larger torrent of content permanently generated on social networks. A principal limitation is the fact that they are unable to capture individual actors and the meanings and purposes of their actions which produce cultural and artistic creations. Another key problem of these methods is the disconnect between, on the one hand, the investment in a quantitative approach and the aestheticized arrangement of data and, on the other, the undervaluation of theory, as a result of lack of involvement with the problematic nature of society, and even the disparaging of the scope of qualitative methods.

\(^{11}\) In this debate, initiatives such as the MOSAIC Project favor combined and not separate teaching of modeling, statistics, computation and calculus. See http://mosaic-web.org/.
We can thus see how this overall assessment is part of a wider discussion in research circles on topics and themes beyond culture, and on the relationship between the human and social sciences and the big data phenomenon, on account of the methodological and epistemological consequences of the data science model and its defense of the primacy of observational-inductive procedures. As was mentioned in the Introduction, some authors argue that the human and social sciences gain by welcoming the convergence with computational engineering, because this cross-fertilization embodies within it the ability to translate information into knowledge and to apply the skills of synthesizing, contextualizing and reflecting theoretically in order to articulate and understand the large quantity and variety of results (McFarland et al. 2015; Halford and Savage 2017).

Bearing in mind some of the examples mentioned in the ‘distant reading’ and ‘cultural analytics’ approaches, it is noticeable that analyses of extensive corpora based on computing may point to clues and trends which are significant for research into culture, on condition that room is left for contextual knowledge, the ability to situate objects of study historically and sociologically, and discussion of the symbolic meanings of large amounts of artefacts and discourses. But the scenario is complex and challenging for the dialogue between the human and social sciences and computational engineering, particularly for some of the human sciences, by virtue of their historical lack of proximity with quantitative approaches. Specifically in connection with the complementarity of quantitative methodologies based on computer science and qualitative analyses—e.g., “the performative theoretical interpretations that have long been a prominent feature of the humanities” (Hall 2014, p. 27)—some writers regard this as a non-viable combination, in the sense that one would be faced with incommensurate entities, not having a common measure. For those who equate machine learning with a “theory of learning”, the latter, together with statistics, have the potential to be “philosophical interlocutors for the humanities, helping us to think about interpretation on a scale where variation and uncertainty are central problems” (Underwood in Dinsman 2016, p. 13).

This scenario is challenging and perplexing, and points to the need for new developments. It is important to mention, albeit in summary fashion, a significant wave of authors who have argued for mixed methods approaches and the incorporation of computational methods into existing social science disciplines, including the sociology of culture. What is at issue here is the aim of achieving balance between theory and data in cultural sociology (Ghaziani 2009). As this article concludes, the tendency to demote theory is one of the main problems of approaches which prioritize computational methods and the identification of patterns. Christopher Bail mentions a need to take advantage of one of “most promising elements of the big data movement ( . . . ) [I] so much of the qualitative data that has been collected is longitudinal ( . . . ) [and] the most pressing questions in cultural sociology concern change over time” (Bail 2014, p. 474). Several others welcome the possibilities opened up by incorporating computational methods into the sociology of culture (DiMaggio et al. 2013; Bail 2014; Muller et al. 2016; Abramson et al. 2017; Baumer et al. 2017; Nelson 2017). They agree in arguing for the importance of incorporating the ‘topic modeling’ method in content analysis (e.g., newspaper and television transcript archives), for its potential usefulness in organizing, searching and understanding data sets on large-scale cultural artefacts which span an extended period of time. In particular, in studying the contentious debate on government support for the arts, using 8000 articles published in five U.S. newspapers between 1986 and 1997, Paul DiMaggio and others argue that topic models “may be perplexing”, but “render operational such concepts as frames, polysemy, heteroglossia, and the relationality of meaning” (DiMaggio et al. 2013, p. 603).

Some of the contributions mentioned above stand out for their particular combination of grounded theory and topic modeling. In a study of analysis of the same dataset using two separate approaches, grounded theory and statistical topic modelling, Eric P.S. Baumer and others detected several points of convergence and divergence. Among other results they found that, even though statistical topic modeling, unlike grounded theory, ignores contextual information, it is able to “identify patterns that, at some level, align with those found by human researchers” (Baumer et al. 2017, p. 1406). These authors argue that the rigorous combination of these different approaches demands that
researchers who use them keep in mind the different epistemological traditions from which they come: grounded theory draws on the interpretivist tradition, while most computational techniques derive from the positivist tradition, which assumes the possibility of an objective physical and social world. With a view to incorporating computational methods into inductive sociological content analysis, Laura K. Nelson in turn puts forward a ‘methodological framework’ which she calls “computational grounded theory”, using the following argument: given that such a procedure “provides a method to calculate how prevalent or representative each pattern is within the larger corpus”, it is more valid than traditional grounded theory, “which asks the reader to simply trust the representativeness of particular examples or quotes” (Nelson 2017, p. 32).

Finally, the overall analysis and assessment made in this article point to a need, in research in the human and social sciences, to encourage reflexive thought on digital media and their complex relationship to culture and other aspects of the societal world, like politics and economics. The concern with better ways of using digital platforms and the mass of big data they contain risks blurring critical thinking, thereby reducing the capacity of the human and social sciences to denaturalize the social world.
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